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Preface

Preface
Cisco Preferred Architectures provide recommended deployment models for specific market segments based on common
use cases. They incorporate a subset of products from the Cisco Collaboration portfolio that is best suited for the targeted
market segment and defined use cases. These deployment models are prescriptive, out-of-the-box, and built to scale with
an organization as its business needs change. This prescriptive approach simplifies the integration of multiple systemlevel components and enables an organization to select the deployment model that best addresses its business needs.

Documentation for Cisco Preferred Architectures
Cisco Preferred Architecture (PA) design overview guides help customers and sales teams select the appropriate

architecture based on an organization’s business requirements; understand the products that are used within the
architecture; and obtain general design best practices. These guides support sales processes.
Cisco Validated Design (CVD) guides provide details for deploying components within the Cisco Preferred

Architectures. These guides support planning, deployment, and implementation (PDI).
Cisco Collaboration Solution Reference Network Design (SRND) guide provides detailed design options for Cisco

Collaboration. This guide should be referenced when design requirements are outside the scope of Cisco Preferred
Architectures.

About This Guide
The Private Network Connect for Webex Calling Multi-Tenant (WxC) guide is for customers, partners and sales teams
who want to understand the Cisco Webex Calling network connectivity options, its components, and general design best
practices. This document provides a description of the different PNC connectivity models, its benefits and use cases.
Readers of this guide should have a general knowledge of Webex collaboration products and a basic understanding of
how to deploy these products.
This guide simplifies the design and sales process by:
Recommending products in the Cisco Collaboration portfolio that are built for the enterprise and that provide

appropriate feature sets for this market
Detailing a collaboration architecture and identifying general best practices for deploying in enterprise organizations

For additional information about configuring, deploying, and implementing this architecture, consult the Connect Customer
Private Network to Webex Calling and the Webex Calling Preferred Architecture documents.
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Introduction
Private Network Connect (PNC) allows Webex Calling multi-tenant customers to extend their network to the Webex
Calling Data Center. Once an interconnection between a partner or customer network and Webex is established, the
customer admin or partner admin configures the PNC via Control Hub for automated provisioning of each location.
PNC is a dedicated, managed, Quality-of-Service (QoS) supported IP link from the customer’s network to the Webex via a
private link. This peering connection insulates the calling traffic from the variability of the Internet – so less congestion,
packet loss, jitter, and delay. Not being exposed to the public Internet also means better protection from potential threats
and attacks.

Benefits




Enables service providers (SP)s to bundle their networks with Webex Calling.
Offers large enterprises the ability to integrate directly to Webex Calling providing dedicated bandwidth and low
latency.
Automates and streamlines the process for provisioning customer VLAN access to Webex Calling.

Available Connectivity Options
Webex Calling access connectivity options:




Over the top (OTT- Internet)
Webex Edge Connect
Private Network Connect
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Architecture
This document focuses on Private Network Connect. For information about Edge Connect please review the Preferred
Architecture for Webex Edge Connect. Customers can create a connection between on-premises networks and Webex
Calling in different ways including Internet, Equinix Fabric Cloud Exchange (Edge Connect) Private Network Connect
(PNC).

PNC allows Webex Calling customers to extend their private network to the cloud. This is done through either a partner
cloud or direct connects to ensure high quality of service and low latency for voice calls, providing network security and an
overall improved call experience for end users. Customers can consider PNC if they have strict data policies and want to
avoid sending Webex Calling signaling and media traffic over the Internet.

Private Network Connect Connectivity Models
In this section we introduce the 2 different types of PNC connectivity models along with the requirements to provision the
interconnect. The first model described is the partner-level interconnect followed by the customer-level interconnect.

Partner-level Interconnect
In this model, the partner is responsible for establishing an interconnect directly to a Webex Calling data center. This
model is used by partners who aggregate Virtual Private Networks (VPNs) or Private IP networks from multiple customers
within a single interconnect. Figure 1 shows each customer is provisioned on a Virtual Local Area Network (VLAN). A
partner can establish direct connects to multiple Webex Calling data centers globally supporting multiple VLANs, one
VLAN per customer. In this model:
•
•
•
•

Partner orders and entitles customer’s PNC service
Partner/Customer configures customer’s PNC, using VLAN and IP information.
Partner/Customer enables PNC locations
Partner/Customer resyncs devices

Figure 1.

Partner Dedicated Interconnect between the Provider Edge and Webex Calling

Customer-level Interconnect
This model is illustrated by Figure 2 by showing a direct connection for a single customer and this customer can establish
direct connects to multiple Webex calling data centers globally. The entire bandwidth of this interconnection is available
and dedicated to that customer. In this model:
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Interconnect supporting single enterprise customer VLAN, the customer brings the private network all the way to
the Webex Calling cloud.
Partner entitles Customer’s PNC
Customer configures PNC
Customer enables PNC locations
Customer resyncs devices
Customer grants the partner PNC Read or Write-Access

Figure 2.

Partner Dedicated Interconnect between the Provider Edge and Webex Calling

Private Network Connect traffic flows
This section discusses signaling and media traffic flows for the customer’s and partner’s connectivity models discussed in
the previous section.
Figure 3 shows a customer with Multi-platform Phones (MPP) in 2 different locations and one local gateway sending and
receiving Webex Calling traffic to the Dallas Point of Presence (PoP) using the PNC interconnect. The Webex Calling
datacenter hosts access and peering Session Border Controllers (SBCs). The access SBCs terminate all customer-facing
SIP connections including Local Gateways, endpoints, and soft clients. These SIP connections point to an outbound proxy
fully qualified domain name (FQDN) that resolves to the access SBC. The peering SBCs terminate the SIP peering
connections to SIP service providers.
It is important to note that after changing a location to use PNC, the Local Gateway (LGW) and the MPP phone outbound
proxy configuration must be updated to take the optimized path. Phones will need to be resynced. You can resync the
phones from Control Hub or have the users resync their phones from the phone settings menu.
All trunks to LGWs located in WxC locations using PNC will need to reconfigure the Trunks on each local gateway with
the new OBP. The LGW connection parameters can be seen in Control Hub in the trunk detail, for more information check
the Configure Trunks for Webex Calling guide.
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Figure 3.

Dedicated connection between customer’s on-premises network and Webex Calling

Figure 3 shows only one Edge PoP but it is possible to have multiple interconnects for one customer. Figure 4 shows an
example where location 1 and location 2 use a different outbound proxy and therefore a different Edge PoP. Additionally,
figure 4 shows Webex Calling endpoints on the customer’s network with access to the public Internet as provisioning and
other services not hosted in the Webex Calling Data Center are required.
Figure 4.

Dedicated connection with multiple interconnects between customer’s on-premises network and Webex Calling

Figure 5 shows two different Webex Calling customers in US with 2 locations each. The partner extends their MPLS
network to the customer which can be bundle with their WxC offer. The partner establishes physical interconnects into
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Webex Calling data centers (light blue pipe). Per-Customer VLANs are established on these interconnects (yellow and
navy lines within the light blue pipes). The PNC Router advertises routes for Edge PoP services, down the VLAN and
traffic from devices goes down the VLAN, for the Edge PoP services. Just like in figure 4, other services such as DNS and
device activation are accessed via the customer’s Internet breakout. Since the PNC Router NATs traffic to a Carrier NAT
IP Address (RFC 6598), from an access SBC perspective the traffic looks the same as that of customers who go OTT
(Over-the-Top, Internet)

Figure 5.

Partner Dedicated Interconnect between the Provider Edge and Webex Calling

PNC Design Considerations
This section discusses various design considerations including IP settings required to provision the interconnect, data
center locations, QOS and PNC limitations.
PNC provides access to Webex Calling workloads. Other Webex workloads and network services (Meetings, Messaging,
DNS, Control Hub, etc.) are accessed over the top (OTT). Customers desiring a direct connection to the Webex Suite of
workloads should consider Webex Edge Connect.
The settings per IP Interconnect include:
•
•

•
•

VLAN ID: a unique VLAN ID between 2 and 4093. This ID is validated by a backend call. Same ID can’t be used
to create a new VLAN of the same owner type.
Speed:
o If the customer-owned interconnect is selected, the speed matches with the port speed of the selected
interconnect and shown to the customer.
o If the partner-owned interconnect is selected, all the speed available is shown in the "select speed"
dropdown.
ASN: a non-reserved ASN number between 0 and 4294967295, Reserved ASN numbers are: ‘0', '64496-64511',
'65535-131071', '4294967295'
IP address of Webex Calling Interface: a valid Cisco IP address, which are not the same and is not a broadcast
address. They both need to be on the subnet range chosen.
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•
•

IP address of customer interface: a valid Organization IP address, which are not the same and is not a broadcast
address. They both need to be on the subnet range chosen
Subnet: a subnet from the dropdown menu (/29, /30, /31)

Figure 6 shows a successfully created VLAN in Control Hub after completing the settings mentioned above.
Figure 6.

Example VLAN created in Control Hub

It is recommended to have all your Interconnects and VLANs configured before changing any of your Locations to PNC.
Webex Calling PNC is supported in all the WxC datacenters, except for New York and Amsterdam location at this time.
For details about the Webex data center location please review the Webex Calling Global availability document.
For information about data center assignment for new and existing customers in EU, please review the Webex Calling
Data Center in the European Union document.

QoS for media is essential for ensuring a quality experience in the network. PNC should primarily be an over-provisioned
and under-utilized service. The value of PNC is dedicated bandwidth and low latency. PNC also by-passes the Internet for
media and removes the latency and undue packet loss associated with the Internet links. As such PNC should be overprovisioned. Nonetheless PNC it’s important to ensure QoS marking into and out of the Enterprise network. This protects
against unforeseen congestion events as well as abnormally high usage periods that may occur during unforeseen
events. For QOS marking and queueing review the Preferred Architecture for Cisco Webex Hybrid Services and for
Webex Calling network requirements please review the Port Reference Information for Cisco Webex Calling.

Internet access is a mandatory requirement therefore it is not possible to lock a device to work only within the PNC since
Internet is used if PNC is not available as discuss in the High Availability section.
Control Hub analytics can show the speed limit per interconnect, the link peak utilization and the BGP status. This is
available under the Service Settings>>VLAN section as shown in Figure 7.
Internet breakout is required to access Webex Calling services other than media and signaling as shown in figure 7.
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Figure 7.

Internet services requirements for PNC

Webex Calling architecture does not require to open inbound ports on the firewall. Only outbound UDP and TCP traffic to
specific IP addresses and ports must be allowed. The required destinations, including a full list of ports, IP addresses, and
DNS domains are included in the Port Reference for Cisco Webex Calling document available at
https://help.webex.com/en-US/article/b2exve/Port-Reference-Information-for-Cisco-Webex-Calling
Resetting the outbound proxy for Local Gateways and updating the phone configuration is required after updating the
network settings per location. This will update the local gateway and phone to use the optimize network path.

High Availability and Redundancy
Internet services breakout is required to support redundancy as fallback in case of an interconnect outage as shown in
figure 8.

Figure 8.

PNC fallback in case of an interconnect outage
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After setting up a new PNC, the location has its network settings configured to use the closest PNC interconnect in case
of multiple interconnect options available. The network settings are updated by changes to the outbound proxy which
would point to the closest available Edge PoP as discussed in the Private Network Connect traffic flows. The outbound
proxy resolves to the access SBC destination which is available through the PNC interconnect. If this path is unavailable
for any reason, then the SIP call and media can take the internet path as the outbound proxy resolved to the access SBC
public IP address. For configuration to enable and disable a PNC for a customer, please review the following
documentation:
https://help.webex.com/en-US/article/k1burf/Connect-Customer-Private-Network-to-WebexCalling#Cisco_Task_in_List_GUI.dita_592f5e39-4386-4153-b515-228d02ab8721
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